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The Royal City at War
The Military Mobilization of Guelph,
Ontario during the First 18 Months
of the Second World War
Jason R.H. Braida

~e

story of a country at war can be told at
various levels, Traditional histories speak of
generals and statesmen, of decisions made in
cabinet rooms, war rooms, and dimly-lit clubs.
Others choose to concentrate upon particular
instances or groups, such as the impact of the
war upon women, a particular military unit, or
even a specific family. This article seeks to
combine these two traditions by examining the
manner in which international events and
political decisions made at the national level
affected the way in which the nation's military
mobilization was carried out in one particular
Canadian community.

units of the Canadian Expeditionary Force (CEF)
raised in the city and the surrounding area. 2
Among those from Guelph who became members
of the CEF was John McCrae, author of the poem
"In Flanders Fields." Sadly, he was neither the
first, nor the last Guelph native to die in France
as many men from the Royal City perished in
the mud and stink of Flanders. It is always a
difficult and uncertain enterprise to ascertain the
cost that such a conflict inflicted upon a given
community. Yet one need not dig very deep to
discover that Guelph and Wellington County's
various repositories are filled with memorials to
those who fell in the service of their country>3

Guelph, Ontario is located in the southern
region of Wellington County approximately 63
kilometres northwest of Hamilton, and 20
kilometres east of Kitchener. Named after a
European offshoot of the British royal family,
hence its title of "The Royal City," Guelph is
positioned at the forks of the Speed and Eramosa
Rivers, lying in the midst of a belt of improved
pasture and farmland typical of the agricultural
conditions found throughout Southwestern
Ontario. 1 A city with a long and distinguished
history, Guelph has come to play an important
role in the economy and society of Wellington and
Waterloo counties.

When the Royal City welcomed home its
returned soldiers in August 1919, most were
convinced that the "War to End All Wars" would
live up to the promise of its name.~ Time,
however, would serve to undermine this
confidence and as Guelphites entered the 1930s,
it began to appear almost certain that they would
indeed be marching back to war for the second
time in 25 years. But as the Second World War
exploded upon the world in September 1939, it
became increasingly obvious that this new war
would not be the total war effort experienced by
the Great War generation. Restraint and
moderation would be the watchwords for this
new world war, a formula that was strictly
adhered to when it came time to mobilize
Canada's military forces. Such restraint would,
however, be relatively short lived. In less than a
single year, Canada's military commitments
would be forced to change in the face of terrible
military necessity.

1.

The Great War of 1914-1918 had an enduring
affect upon the people of Guelph. During the four
years of that terrible conflict, 5,610 men applied
at the Guelph Armoury to join the armed forces
of which 3,328 were accepted for active service.
Many of these men became members of the three
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Guelph is a small city in south-central Ontario jar removedjrom centres of power. However. major national
Above left: Prime Minister

and international events would have a sign~ficant impact on the local scene.
William Lyon Mackenzie King; Above right: Ado~{ Httler.

As with Canada's war effort in general, the
military mobilization of Guelph during the first
18 months of the Second World War can be
divided into two phases. The first phase
commenced in September 1939 and terminated
with the summer crisis of 1940 during the
months of April-May of that year. This phase was
characterized by the cautious policy of moderate
warfare then favoured by the Liberal government
of William Lyon Mackenzie King, a policy that
was designed to limit Canada's exposure to a
costly and protracted land campaign similar to
that which Canadians had experienced during
the Great War. As a result, during the first eight
months of the war military recruitment in Guelph
was limited in both quantity and duration. The
German blitzkrieg of May-June 1940 and the
subsequent German conquest of Europe spelt the
end for such restrained military mobilization
schemes and recruiting across the country,
including the city of Guelph, was greatly
expanded. The purpose of this article is to
examine Guelph's military mobilization during
this important transition period, a period during
which the Royal City moved increasingly towards,
but never quite achieved, a state of total war.
Guelph's military mobilization between
September 1939 and April-May 1940 was a direct
reflection of the war policy of the federal

government. This policy fully embraced the
teachings of limited liability warfare, or
"moderate warfare" as it was known in Ottawa.
This was a reflection of the concerns of Prime
Minister Mackenzie King and his cabinet
regarding the threat military conscription posed
to national unity and the terrible physical and
political price that Canada might pay if involved
in yet another costly European war. Not only did
this policy include an emphasis upon air and
naval power, it also included an "unofficial no
conscription pact" between King and his Quebec
caucus who were led by the formidable Minister
of Justice Ernest Lapointe. 5 This combined with
the seemingly non-threatening military situation
on the western front to produce a war policy that
consisted of half measures. Desmond Morton
was accurate, if a little blunt, when he described
Canada's war effort of this time period as being
" ... as phoney as the war along the Maginot Line
in France .... " But even this critic of Canada's early
war effort was forced to admit that at that time,
"Canadians obviously didn't mind. "6
The initial mobilization of 1939 took place
under Canada's Defence Scheme No.3. which, in
stark contrast to the mobilization that had
occurred in 1914, was a well thought out plan
that benefited from the political and military
lessons that Canada had painfully learned 25
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years earlier. 7 It manifested itself in the Royal
City in the mobilization of two units of the
Canadian Active Service Force (CASF) and the
reorganization of the city's Non-Permanent Active
Militia (NPAM). But at no time would this initial
phase of Guelph's mobilization exceed the strict
limits placed upon it in the federal capital.
As the crisis in Europe worsened during the
summer of 1939 and the Canadian government
put into effect the preliminary measures of
Defence Scheme Number 3. two units of the
NPAM, the 11th Field Brigade (artillery) and the
11th Field Ambulance Corps, were located in the
Guelph's impressive armoury. Both of these units
fell under the command of Headquarters Military
District Number 1 which was in turn located in
London, Ontario. H On 26 August, the Lincoln and
Weiland Regiment from the nearby Niagara region
was turned out on a voluntary basis to guard the
Welland Canal. Four days later, six gunners from
Guelph's 11th Field Brigade joined the permanent
force and left the city by rail for the east coast to
supplement the permanent coastal artillery and
anti-aircraft defences. 9
Meanwhile, in Ottawa, political battles were
being fought to determine the way in which
Canada's military mobilization for the new world
war would occur. Even prior to Canada's
declaration of war, Canada's military leadership
was advocating the desirability of immediately
raising an expeditionary force consisting of two
divisions and the required ancillary troops. This
ran contrary to the wishes of the Government
and Prime Minister King himself who felt that
the military leadership was placing too much
emphasis upon the raising of an expeditionary
force. 10 The Canadian mobilization that resulted
from this political battle would bring about the
creation of the CASF. 11
These intricate political manoeuvres would
have been lost on the officers of Guelph's two
NPAM units. On the night of 1 September they
met in the officer's mess of the Guelph armoury
and began to actively plan for war-time
expansion, All were aware that the situation in
Europe appeared grave and every radio news
broadcast carried on the CBC or private
broadcasters based in nearby Toronto made it
seem as if war was a certainty, The anticipated
mobilization order arrived from the London
Headquarters the next day. The 29th Battery of

the 11th Field Brigade, and the enUre 11th Field
Ambulance Corps had been placed on active
service becoming units of CASF. The 16th, 43rd,
and 63rd Batteries of the 11th Field Brigade
would remain part of the NPAM. Interestingly
enough, this notification arrived fully nine days
prior to the Canadian Parliament's vote on the
issue or Canada's official declaration of war on
10 September. 12
The mobilization of these two units as part
of the CASF would be one of the defining
moments Guelph's early military mobilization
and would shape that process for much of the
next year. Indeed, when it came to the induction
of men into the military, the creation of the CASF
and the voluntary enlistment of men directly into
local militia units that had been placed on active
service was to have the greatest impact upon the
city of Guelph during the early months of the war,
especially when compared to the modest
recruiting drives conducted by the Royal
Canadian Navy and Royal Canadian Air Force
during the same period oftime. 1:3
Once the authority to recruit had been
received, events in Guelph began to move very
quickly. On 2 September, the doors of the
armoury were thrown open and both units began
to recruit up to their full wartime strength. The
29th Battery was authorized to recruit 144 men
while 11th Field Ambulance was authorized to
recruit an additional 175 men. 14 The response
was immediate and overwhelming. By 4
September hundreds of volunteers had applied
for the limited number of positions available,
attracted by patriotism or the gunner's and
private's pay of $1.30 a day. Medical boards at
the armoury busily processed many hopeful
applicants, but as with every other unit across
the Dominion that was placed on active service
in those early days, the conditions of enlistment
were very strict since the number of volunteers
far exceeded the number of available positions.
Only those in top physical condition passed the
medical boards while applicants with more than
three dependants were immediately turned away.
Many long serving members of both units were
probably bitterly disappointed when years of
militia service did not prevent them from being
disqualified from active service. 15
While hundreds of men tried to join the city's
CASF units, one segment of the city's population
27
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The Guelph Armoury circa 1909. Constructed between 1906 and 1909, this impressive structure played host
to much oJ the military activity in Guelph during both the Great War and Second World War.

was notably absent. In 1914, the Ontario
Agricultural College (OAC), which was located in
Guelph, had rallied to the colours with large
numbers of students enlisting. But in 1939, the
response from OAC and the Ontario Veterinarian
College (OVC), which had moved to the Royal City
in 1922, was extremely poor. During the early
days of the war, the president of OAC, Dr. G.I.
Christie, called a student assembly in the college's
War Memorial Hall during which he asked
students not to rush off and enlist but to instead
continue with their studies. He told them that
they could make a greater contribution to the war
effort through the maintenance of Canada's
agricultural sector than they could as soldiers,
and that it was therefore necessary for them to
stay in school. Most students seem to have
heeded his advice and very few presented
themselves at the armoury for military service. 16
The obstinacy of the city's academic
community notwithstanding, the mobilization of
the two Guelph units was still substantial enough
to raise the immediate problem of where to house
the CASF soldiers while they were stationed in
Guelph. It was generally accepted that local men
could continue to live at home while working and

training at the armoury, but interestingly enough
this was only seen as a short term and somewhat
undesirable solution which did nothing to provide
soldiers who did not live in Guelph with
accommodation. On September 18, Guelph City
Council received a telegram from the Officer
Commanding Military District Number l
requesting that the city assist in making some
arrangement for the accommodation of the
troops. Council responded by ruling that the
Guelph winter fair building, which backed
directly onto the armoury, be placed at the
military's disposal, a move which engendered
some controversy within the city for although the
structure was by all accounts something of the
fire hazard, it was still the home to Guelph's
farmer's market. 17 While the building was being
converted into a barracks, CASF soldiers from
outside the city received free use of the YMCA
and many were temporarily billeted in private
homes. The conversion of the winter fair building
was completed in early November and on 13th
of that month, soldiers from both units moved
into their new quarters. 18
Meanwhile, national politics were once again
destined to impact directly upon Guelph's civil

28
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and military population. On 17 September, only
15 days after recruiting had started in the Royal
City. an uneasy Prime Minister King noted that:
[Major General T.V.] Anderson's idea of 3
divisions being raised at once was out of the
question .... Recruiting has already gone too far.
It was decided to stop recruitment meanwhile,
also to allow men to volunteer for overseas but
not to make this compulsory. 19

This decision affected Guelph in two important
ways. The first was that in late September, all
CASF personnel who had already voluntarily
joined up were required to re-attest for overseas
service. This must have seemed ludicrous to the
men who had already joined the two CASF units,
and on 21 September, both the 11th Field
Ambulance Corps and 29th Battery volunteered
en mass for overseas service. 20 The second way
in which the Prime Minister and cabinet's
misgivings impressed themselves upon the Royal
City was that military recruiting in the Guelph
area all but stopped. 21 This meant that once the
CASF units garrisoned in Guelph reached full
strength, there was almost no opportunity for
men to join up, The message was clear: Canada
was at war, but there was little need for additional
soldiers. Some men attempted to circumvent the
very restricted recruiting situation by attending
military training as civilians. Although this
practice appears to have been tolerated by many
unit COs, such activity did violate military law
and remained a thorn in the side of senior officers
in the district for quite some time. The records
of district Headquarters also indicate that fiscal
concerns were at work during this period with
the district standing orders echoing the Defence
Minister's concerns that military spending be
kept within strict limits. 22
By 20 September, the 11th Field Ambulance
Corps had reached its authorized strength and
the 29th Battery was also nearing wartime
strength. During the Great War, the Canadian
Expeditionary Force was quickly concentrated at
Valcartier, Quebec and sent overseas almost as a
complete unit. This was not to be the case in
1939. The period following the mobilization
would be one of training and waiting as members
of the Guelph garrison wondered if their units
would be slated for one of the two active service
divisions then being prepared. z:J By the end of
the month they had received a partial answer
when it was announced that neither unit was

destined for the 1st Canadian Division then slated
to proceed overseas. It began to seem to many
that their wait in Guelph might be longer than
they had expected. 24
The wait would not be uneventful, however,
and as with any new military unit, the 29th
Battery and 11th Field Ambulance Corps
experienced growing pains that the people of
Guelph followed with interest. A provisional
artillery training school was established at the
Guelph garrison under the command of the 11th
Field Brigade's CO, Colonel C.D. Crowe on16
October in order to facilitate the training of that
unit's new personnel. At a church parade in early
October, a member of the 29th Battery was
charged with counselling his comrades to disobey
their officers and NCOs. He was later brought to
trial, found guilty, and sentenced to six to 12
months in an Ontario reformatory. On 13
October, the people of Guelph may have reacted
with alarm when they learned that a sentry at
the armoury had fired his rifle at an unidentified
intruder. 25
For the 11th Field Ambulance Corps the wait
was relatively short. By the middle of November
the unit had received orders to move to London,
Ontario. Thus, during the early hours of 15
November they vacated their quarters at the
Guelph Armoury and paraded around the city
core one last time before marching to the Guelph
train station. There they said goodbye to family
and friends and officially left Guelph. 26 The 29th
Battery's stay in Guelph would be somewhat
longer. In December, the Battery was organized
into the 3rd (Artillery) Brigade along with two
batteries from Toronto and one from Hamilton
and placed under the command of Colonel
Crowe. 27 On the evening of 24 January it left
Guelph destined for the East Coast, amidst much
fanfare and, in contrast to the 11th Field
Ambulance's leave taking, press censorship. The
actual departure of the Guelph Battery would not
be reported in The Guelph Mercury until the
beginning of February when the battery arrived
safely in England and took up training and
garrison duties at Aldershot. Yet despite this
omission, the unit's war diary leaves little doubt
that the Battery's last parade from the armoury
to the nearby train station was a very emotional
affair. Yet what no one at that time could have
known was that the men of the battery would
not return for almost seven years. 28
29
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Upon the mobilization of the 29th Battery and
the ll th Field Ambulance Corps in early
September 1939, the remaining batteries of the
ll th Field Brigade retained their NPAM status.
But although the status of the 16th, 43rd, and
63rd batteries did not change, their personnel
did. When the 29th Battery was mobilised, many
of the soldiers belonging to the 11th Field
Brigade's other three batteries chose to transfer
to Guelph's only CASF battery, serving members
of the unit being given the first opportunity to
apply for the limited number of active service
positions available. 29 Nonetheless, following the
CASF's mobilization, there remained in Guelph
members of the NPAM who, for whatever reason,
could not join active service units.

limits imposed upon recruiting in September
1939, could not join Guelph's two CASF unitsY 3

By the end of September 1939, those Guelph
units not placed on active service received orders
to be brought up to full peacetime strength and
to commence "active training on a non-permanent
basis" despite a lack of qualified instructors. This
order affected all three remaining batteries of
Guelph's 11th Field Brigade RCA In addition to
its task of training part-time soldiers, the ll th
Field Brigade RCA also seems to have acted as a
source of replacements for the First Canadian
Division once that formation arrived overseas in
December 1939. 30

An additional institutional factor dictated that
the military mobilization of Guelph's manpower
could not remain localized to specific militia or
CASF units. In January 1940, after Guelph's two
original CASF units had left the city, a recruiting
office was opened in the Guelph Armoury to
recruit men for a central pool of eligible personnel
to be used as reinforcements, These men were
not being recruited for the local, or even a specific
CASF unit, since most active service units were
by then already at full strength and in some cases
actually deployed overseas. These men would
instead be used as reinforcements and
replacements for any under-strength CASF unit
or training depot in Military District Number l.
This lack of choice did not prevent long lines from
forming outside the armoury the day this new
recruiting centre opened, but frustration and
disappointment would once again rule the day
for in actual fact, very few men actually managed
to enlist in this manner. During the entire month
of March 1940, only 15 men from Guelph enlisted
through this centralized system and even the
officer in charge admitted that there were many
more applicants than there were positions
available. ~

It has often been said that Canada's wartime
mobilization in 1939 was intensely local in
character with authors such as Farley Mowat and
G .R. Stevens stressing the recruitment of local
men into local militia units. 31 But in Guelph, even
in the early days of September 1939, mobilization
and recruitment was not a purely localized
phenomenon. Since Canadians were still
considered British subjects in 1939, many men
from Guelph decided to try their luck with the
armed forces of Great Britain. During the
summer leading up to the war, airfields in the
Guelph-Wellington-Waterloo area hummed with
activity as young men attempted to obtain their
private pilot licences in order to apply directly to
the Royal Air Force. 02 Yet while some Canadians
actively contemplated joining the armed forces
of Great Britain, even more joined CASF units
that were located outside ofthe Guelph area. In
this respect the men of Guelph certainly had their
choices since throughout the phoney war, both
the Royal Canadian Regiment of London and the
Perth Regiment of Stratford recruited heavily in
the Guelph area attracting men who, due to the

As can be seen, the military mobilization of
Guelph during the eight months of the phoney
war reflected the principles of control and
restraint, fully in keeping with the Dominion
Government's policy of moderate warfare.
Between September 1939 and April 1940 the
Royal City's military mobilization would be
dominated by the raising of units of the CASF.
By the end of this period, two active service units
had been raised in Guelph, the 29th Battery
having been deployed overseas in January 1940
and the ll th Field Ambulance Corps transferred
to London, Ontario in November 1939 where it
was still located at the end of the phoney war. Yet
this limited mobilisation did not even come close
to exhausting Guelph's perspective military
manpower resources and it was not long after
the mobilisation of the city's two CASF units that
men were actually turned away from local
recruiting stations. Instead, those men who
wished to enlist for active service after the city's
two active service units had been brought up to
full strength were either forced to go outside the
city and join other units of the CASF, or go

14
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through a centralized recruiting system that
offered applicants little chance of success. In
hindsight, one can be forgiven for feeling that the
mobilization of Guelph's military resources was
half-hearted and inadequate. Yet it is important
to realized that in September 1939, the people
of Guelph would have found it inconceivable that
the British Empire would be fighting for its very
existence less than nine months later.

*****
uring the spring and Summer of 1940, the
inadequacies of the Dominion Government's
moderate warfare policies were revealed to all.
During that frightening period, the German army
swept first into Norway and Demnark, and then
the Low Countries. The people of Guelph quickly
realized that danger and uncertainty lay ahead
of them and that major military and social
changes would be required of all if Canada was
to meet the challenges of this new and suddenly
alarmtng war. The end of the Phoney War in AprilMay 1940 was not a complete surprise to the
people of Guelph. Thus when Germany struck
north into Norway and Denmark on 9 April 1940,
their response was not one of shock, but rather

D

the grim recognition that such an offensive was
long in coming. Yet by the beginning of May, the
people of Guelph found themselves reacting with
increasing levels of dismay as the war news from
this new northern front took a drastic turn for
the worst. 35
As the battle for Norway and Denmark took
up an increasing proportion of Allied attention,
the western front remained calm, but this
tranquillity was to be short-lived. On 10 May
1940, only two days after the fall of Norway, a
German offensive sliced into Western Europe
throwing the Allies back on all fronts. By the end
of May, the Allied forces in Western Europe were
fighting for their very existence. On 21 May, the
British Expeditionary Force [BEFJ began
preparing to withdraw from the continent
through the French port of Dunkirk, a process
that was completed by 4 June. 36 And then, as if
to add insult to injury, on 10 June Italy declared
war against Great Britatn, clearly hurrying to join
what its leadership felt to be the winning side,
leaving Great Britain and the Commonwealth
alone facing a triumphant and increasingly
confident enemy.~l
7

The German q[fensive in the west which culminated in the British evacuation at Dunkirk (shown below) had
a significant impact upon war preparations in Guelph.
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In Canada, the situation in Europe suddenly
became the nation's overriding concern. In cities
throughout Ontario, major streets emp~ied
during radio broadcasts as people crowded mto
any store, restaurant, or private home that
possessed a radio in order to hear what new
information might be contained in the latest news
reports. As the war news grew increasingly worse,
Guelphites came to speak and think oflittle else
as they bore witness to the titanic struggle taking
place overseasY8 Almost overnight the war ceased
to be something predictable. It was no longer
something that could be avoided and many a
resident of the Royal City listening to the CBC
on Tuesday or Thursday afternoons would
probably have agreed with Winston Curry, the
host of the CBC's "Sweet Hour Of Prayer," when
he stated that while the war was not of Canada's
making, it had suddenly become a cause "too
precious to betray. "39
The reader of today can only imagine the
emotions and feelings that must have swirled
around the Guelph City Council meeting held on
the evening of 20 May 1940. As the councillors
debated various local issues in their comfortable
council chambers at Guelph City Hall, the BEF
reeled back to the port of Dunkirk. That same
clay, Prime Minister King announced to the
Canadian House of Commons the decision to
form a Canadian Corps in England, and rumours
circulated throughout Guelph of the impending
mobilization of a third CASF unit in the city. 40
For these municipal politicians, it was quickly
becoming obvious that nothing, even the
continued existence of Great Britain itself, could
be assumed. The council busied itself with
routine business for much of that evening, but
when the last vote had been taken and the last
conveyance granted, an alderman rose from his
seat and moved that given the dire circumstances
facing the British Empire in Europe, Guelph City
Council should pass a resolution requesting that
the Dominion Government "take ... immecliate
action to remedy this condition without further
delay," in effect endorsing the national
mobilisation of both men and property. 41
Guelph's media also had a great deal to say
on the subject of the Canadian war effort. On 3
June 1940, as the BEF withdrew from the
beaches of Dunkirk, The Guelph Daily Mercury's
editor declared:

Obviously we have been leisurely, to say the least.
The only thing to do now is to skip the excuses
and start vigorously from here. 42

Obviously the catastrophic events of April-May
1940 had a profound effect upon the Royal City
and it must also be remembered that The
Mercury's comments were symptomatic of
editorials and, one must assume, public opinion
across Ontario. 43 Yet it was this period's impact
upon the Dominion Government that was to have
the greatest affect upon the people of Guelph.
According to C.P. Stacey, the summer crisis of
1940 ended "the reign of the dollar" and the
moderate warfare policies that accompanied it. 44
However, by the beginning of July 1940, the fall
of France, the evacuation of the BEF from the
continent, and the threatened invasion of Great
Britain, made it apparent that such polices could
have no part in Canada's future military war
effort. 45
The German blitzkrieg of April-May 1940 put
to rest all ideas of limited Canadian military
involvement in a European war. With the fall of
France in June 1940, Canada suddenly found
itself thrust into the unexpected and unlikely role
of Great Britain's largest and most powerful
partner in the war against German. In Ottawa,
even Prime Minister King came to insist in
Cabinet that Canada now make whatever
contributions were felt to be necessary. 46
This abrupt change in the Allies' military
fortunes and the government's war plans had a
sudden and drastic affect upon the military
mobilization of Guelph. As has been shown
above, by May 1940 Ontario's CASF units had
been recruited to full strength and openings for
full time service became uncommon. 47 This was
not to remain the case for long, however, and with
the German conquest of Europe during the
summer of 1940, the military mobilization of
Guelph increased in both tempo and urgency.
This increase in activity could be seen in both
the city's military and non-military communities.
The mobilization in the city of yet another CASF
unit, the wartime reorganization of the city's
NPAM units, and the implementation of the
military conscription aspects of the National
Resources Mobilization Act (NRMA) all served
as evidence of the increased pace of military
recruitment and organization during the period
following the end of the phoney war.

32
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While Canadians could volunteer for service
in the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) and
Royal Canadian Navy (RCN), perhaps the most
obvious indication of Canada's increased military
war effort in Guelph was the expansion of the
CASF in that community during the spring and
summer of 1940. 48 By the time phoney war came
to its sudden and terrifying end, Guelph's military
community had settled down to the job of being
part-time soldiers. As late as 26 April, the officers
of the three Guelph militia batteries held planning
meetings to discuss the summer training of the
city's NPAM units, and OAC's Canadian Officer
Training Corps (COTC) units. 49 But events
unfolding in Europe prevented these plans from
coming to fruition and the grave European
situation put an end to such restrained training
plans. On the afternoon of l 0 May, Ottawa cabled
Great Britain indicating that Canada was willing
to dispatch the already mobilized Second
Canadian Division overseas sometime in June,
July, or August 1940. To replace these troops, it
was decided to raise a Third Canadian Division
to be '"available for such service as may be
required in Canada or overseas."50
This move was to have an immediate impact
upon the people of Guelph. As the Royal City
watched the defeat of first Norway and Demnark,
and then later the nations of Western Europe,
two units of the CASF, the 26th Battery and
Number 3 Infantry Holding Unit, not native to
the city of Guelph, were in garrison at the Guelph
Armoury and winter fair buildings. These units
had been moved to the Royal City following the
departure of Guelph's own CASF units due to a
shortage ofwinterized quarters. On 23 May 1940,
they vacated the Guelph garrison for what at the
time was called a "summer training camp" in
Camp Borden, but in the end, neither unit would
return. These units would eventually be sent
overseas with the Second Canadian Division
arriving in England on or before Christmas day
1940. 51
As a result of these moves, the Guelph
garrison ceased to be the home of CASF soldiers
for the first time since September 1939. But this
lull in Guelph's CASF military mobilization was
not to last for long. On 27 May, Major 0.
McConkey, the commanding officer of the l l th
Field Brigade RCA and a professor at OAC,
received notification that the 16th and 43rd
batteries of his unit were being placed on active

Major O.M. McConkey. c 1930-1939. A proJessor at
Guelph's Ontario Agricultural College and member
of the city's Non-Permanent Active Militia, Major
McConkey commanded the city's 16143 Battery,
Canadian Active Service Force during the dark
summer of 1940.

service as a special combined battery designated
for the Third Canadian Division. 52
As was the case with the 29th Battery before
it, the 16 I 43rd Battery could initially draw upon
the men who were still members of the l l th Field
Brigade's NPAM organisation. However, the fact
that this new battery would be twice the size of
the 29th Battery and would field 12 guns meant
that men from outside the l l th Field Brigade
would have to be inducted into the CASF if the
battery was to meet its stated goal of over 300
men. As a result, recruiting officers were not only
busy at the Guelph Armoury, they were also
dispatched to other towns in Wellington County
such as Fergus and Elora. 53
33
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Guelph's 43 Bty at summer camp in Petawawa during the summer
of 1939. Note the Great War uniforms worn by the men.

What followed was the familiar litany of
medical examinations and trips to the
quartermaster to draw uniforms, kit, and various
other accessories after which the successful
volunteers were marched over to the winter fair
building where the unit began to take up
residence. Once again, the armoury became the
scene oflong line ups as many took advantage of
this first opportunity since September 1939 for
large numbers of men to join the CASF. But once
again, many were turned away disappointed. 54
In examining the mobilization of 1940, one
is struck by the fact that even the mobilization of
16 I 43rd Battery RCA did not deplete the pool of
Guelph men who wished to join the CASF. Even
as the new Guelph Battery was being brought up
to full strength, many Guelphites presented
themselves for service at the training depot of
the Royal Canadian Regiment in London, a
Permanent Force unit which also required an
additional300 men. An additional150 men from
Guelph joined the ranks ofThe Highland Light
Infantry, a CASF unit based in Kitchener and Galt
which received its mobilization orders on 1 June
becoming the first unit of the CASF to be placed
on active service in those cities. 5 5 Recruiting for
16 I 43rd Battery proceeded quickly and by 5
June, 95 men were quartered in the winter fair
building. By 19 June it was announced that the

Battery's final strength would be 309 men, a
target that was met by the end of the month. 5 6
Once the new battery was firmly installed in
the Guelph garrison, training commenced at a
rapid pace. The amount of training required to
turn these civilians into gunners must have
initially seemed daunting to the battery's
complement of officers and NCOs who, it must
be remembered, had themselves been members
of the NPAM only days earlier. 5 7 In addition to
preparing the new recruits for life in the military
as well as teaching the basics of foot and gun
drill, the unit's 70+ signallers, cook house staff,
and other specialists had to follow their own
separate training syllabuses. 58 The senior officers
who should have been supervising this training,
including the battery commander Major
McConkney, were forced to leave Guelph for
extended periods in order to undergo refresher
training at Kingston's Royal Military College. 5 9
The situation was further complicated by a lack
of equipment, a factor that severely limited the
actual training the unit could conduct in Guelph.
Yet in this respect, the 16 I 43rd Battery was better
off than most units that were mobilized during
the first year of the Second World War since the
new battery benefited from the existence of nine
antiquated 18-pounder guns held at the Guelph
garrison which could be used in the teaching
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basic gun drill. According to T.J. Bell in the 12th
Field Regiment's official history "the fact that one
gun carriage had been carrying important bodies
from the church to the cemetery did not dampen
the enthusiasm ... " of the newrecruits. 60
Unlike its CASF predecessors, Guelph's
newest CASF Battery would not remain in the
city for long. On the night of 30 August 1940,
amidst an enthusiastic send-off in which the
downtown core was crowded with well wishers,
the battery marched through a summer rain
storm to the CNR station not 200 metres away,
and entrained for an unspecified destination. 6 '
The battery moved from Guelph to Petawawa,
Ontario where it combined with 11 I 69 Battery
RCA from Brantford and Hamilton to form the
12th Field Regiment RCA of the 3rd Artillery
Brigade. From there, the new regiment was
moved to a training camp at Sussex, New
Brunswick where they remained until July 1941
when they boarded the vessel Duchess oj York
which carried them across the Atlantic. 62
During the summer of 1940, Guelph
witnessed the mobilization of a third CASF unit
as the Royal City's war effort was expanded to
meet the new demands of the war raging in
Europe. However, the expansion of the CASF was
not the Royal City's only contribution to Canada's

military mobilization since the post-phoney war
period also saw the revival of the Guelph Militia
as military authorities attempted to make that
institution reflect Canada's new military needs. 63
Guelph's new NPAM structure inducted a sizeable
number of men into the Canadian Army and
prepared them, at least to a limited extent, for
overseas service.
As Germany triumphed first over Norway and
Demnark, and then over Western Europe,
Guelph's NPAM units busied themselves with
preparations for the upcoming summer training
season. The three remaining NPAM batteries of
the 11th Field Brigade as well as the members
of the COTC at both the Ontario Agricultural
College and Vet College were all scheduled to
attend a training camp at the Carling Heights
training centre near London, Ontario during the
summer months of 1940. But the German
blitzkrieg of April-May 1940 and the subsequent
mobilization of 16 I 43 Battery completely
disrupted these plans. 64 The mobilization of the
new Battery in May 1940 left the ranks of
Guelph's militia severely depleted since, after the
combined battery's departure, the 63rd Battery
became the Royal City's sole NPAM unit. Thus, it
began to appear as if the men who had been
unable to join any of the CASF units raised in
Guelph and who were not members of the 63rd

Soldiers practising gun drill 1940. Gunners, probably members
of 16 I 43 Bty practising gun drill behind the Guelph Armoury.
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Soldiers presenting anns to the flag in Guelph 1940.
Members of the Guelph garrison, probably men from
16 I 43 Bty, pay complements to the Union Jack.

rather units that were authorized to recruit up
to full peace-time strength and would act as a
pool from which reinforcements for the CASF
could be drawn. 65 Recruiting for Second 29th and
Second 43rd Batteries began on 7 August while
the Second 16th Battery began to recruit on the
evening of 12 August. By 15 August these units
had been recruited up to full strength with many
members once again being drawn from the
nearby communities of Fergus and Elora. In all,
approximately 240 men were able to enter the
armed forces and receive military training in this
manner. 5 6

Battery would be unable to take part in any form
of military training. This was, however, not to be
the case for long.
On the 25 July 1940, two months after 16/
43rd Battery had been mobilized as a unit of the
CASF, the military authorities of Military District
Number 1 authorized the creation of a new NPAM
artillery brigade in Guelph. The 11th Field
Brigade RCA NPAM consisting of the "Second
16th Battery," "Second 29th Battery," "Second
43rd Battery," and the only remaining original
Guelph battery, the 63rd Battery, was established
in the city. During this same period, a "Second
11th Field Ambulance NPAM" was also reinstituted in Guelph. Almost overnight, the CASF
units that had been withdrawn from the city over
the previous ten months were replaced with a
mirror image organization. This was in keeping
with the theory that the NPAM would act as
reserve units for CASF units already serving on
a full-time basis in Canada or overseas. However,
these were not to be the small peace-time militia
units of the phoney war or prewar period, but

Once these units were recruited up to full
strength, an effort was made to ensure that all of
Guelph's new part-time soldiers would be able
to attend two weeks of military training during
the summer and fall of 1940. For the 63rd Battery
it was a simple matter of attending the Carling
Heights training camp in August as had been
originally planned. The situation was not so
simple for the newly-created "Second" batteries,
however, and in the end, the Second 16th, Second
29th, and Second 43rd Batteries each underwent
two weeks of training in the less than optimal
confines of the Guelph winter fair building during
September and October. This training took place
after 16 I 43rd Battery's departure from Guelph
and was supervised by local officers and NCOs
as well as by officials from the district training
office in London who viewed NPAM training with
the utmost seriousness. Unfortunately, the actual
training that was conducted during this period
of time was disrupted when a young gunner of
the l l th Field Brigade contracted scarlet fever
forcing a quarantine of both the Guelph Armoury
and winter fair building. 67
One of the attractions of service with Guelph's
new NPAM batteries was that these reserve units
offered their members an opportunity to join the
CASF. As time progressed, Military District
Number l turned to the units of the NPAM to fill
its reinforcement quota in a bid to keep CASF
units serving in Canada and overseas at full
strength. Evidence of this can be seen in Guelph
when, during the months of September and then
again in December 1940, a total of 51 men from
Guelph's NPAM batteries left the Royal City for
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the district recruiting depot in London, Ontario.
Once there, they joined the CASF as
reinforcements for either the 29th Battery or 16/
43rd Battery. 68
The reorganization of Guelph's Militia meant
was that the city's NPAM units began to play an
intregal role in Canada's war effort. Not only did
they provide a reservoir of trained and semitrained personnel for possible service overseas,
they also initiated a process whereby an
increasing number of Guelphites were inducted
into the military and able to take part in military
training, thereby extending the military's
influence across the community to an extent not
seen prior to May 1940. 69 Yet this new form of
recruiting for active service was to be short-lived.
It was, in fact, a period of transition between the
purely local CASF mobilization of the first eight
months of the war and conscription under the
National Resources Mobilization Act of 1940.
Up until the summer of 1940, participation
in the Canadian military, active or militia, was
dominated by one important consideration: men
had to volunteer for service, they could not be
coerced. The National Resources Mobilization Act
of 21 June 1940 altered this all important aspect
of Canada's war effort for it fundamentally
changed the manner in which military
recruitment and mobilization would be carried
out in Guelph. For the first time since 1917, the
men of Guelph could be forced to join the military
through a system of conscription for home
defence. Yet the implementation of conscription
under the NRMA was by no means flawless in
that it created a period of confusion in Guelph
as the Canadian government attempted to create
the system of conscription best suited to
Canada's needs.
Many in Guelph felt that the voluntary system
of recruitment used by Canada during the first
nine months of the war was simply unsuitable
given the twin realities of the Allied defeat in
Europe and the threat facing Great Britain. 70 The
Guelph Daily Mercury became a vocal critic of
the voluntary system of recruitment and a strong
supporter for national service stating that
"Democracy cannot wage war against a
totalitarian country without temporarily at least
becoming totalitarian. "71 The paper was quick to
point out that the voluntary system used up to
that point had created a deplorable situation

where patriotically-minded married men had
tended to volunteer first leaving their families and
community to the uncertainties of war while
young unmarried men stayed behind in Guelph
"discussing the fine points of a game of pool they
had just played. "72
Such attitudes eventually led to the passage
of the National Resources Mobilization Act and
reflected a remarkable consensus among not
only the people of Guelph, but the nation as a
whole. The political pressure upon Ottawa,
largely motivated by the fear that Great Britain
was in danger of being defeated, was so great
that it took only four days for the bill to pass
into law. Once the act was given royal assent
on 21 June 1940, the government had the
power to:
require ... persons to place themselves, their
services and their property at the disposal of
His Majesty in the right of Canada, as may be
deemed necessary or expedient for securing the
public safety, the defence of Canada, the
maintenance of public order, or the efficient
prosecution of the war, or the maintaining [of]
supplies or services essential to the life of the
community.?:'

Obviously, despite the fact that Canada had
been at war since September 1939, it was only
after the summer crisis of 1940 that there was
seen to be a pressing need for national service.
While the NRMA provided for military
conscription for service within the confines of
Canada and its territorial waters, the people of
Guelph do not appear to have complained at the
prospect of enforced military service. Indeed, as
the people of Guelph faced the disastrous
summer of 1940, they also viewed events
unfolding in the United States where, during
September 1940, President Roosevelt enacted
peace time conscription for the first time in that
nations history. 74 According to The Mercury, this
was nothing short of a second American
Revolution for:
[American] [c]onscription, even though it is not
entirely for military service, means changing the
whole outlook of the American people, forcing
them to accept at last the one thing they have
always regarded as the symbol of the old world. 7 "

At the heart of the NRMA was the nationwide registration that took place in late August
37
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1940. At that registration, all Guelph residents,
both British subjects and aliens, filled out
questionnaires concerning their age, nationality,
place of birth, occupation, and general health.
From this information, the department of war
services began the complex procedure of
determining exactly who was eligible for
compulsory military training, and who in Guelph
would be called up for service. 76 In all, 19,300
residents of the Royal City filled out the
registration forms, and within eight days, regional
boards each consisting of three officials began
to compile an "immediate call list" consisting of
the names of those single men between the ages
of 21 and 24 who were not students or involved
in essential areas of the nation's economy. 77
The passing of the NRMA and the creation of
the mechanism by which large numbers of men
could be conscripted into the military for home
defence fundamentally changed the way in which
the men ofGuelphjoined the armed forces. Up
until that point, an individual could only wait
until it was announced that a CASF or NPAM unit
was accepting new recruits, present himself at
the unit's armoury or district recruiting depot,
or attempt to join one of the other armed services.
The individual not only had the choice of whether
or not he was going to join up, but also in many
cases the choice of what service, unit, or trade
he intended to join. The NRMA took all of these
choices away from the people of Guelph. On 10
August 1940, Mlitary District Number 1
announced that Guelph's NPAM units would not
accept recruits after 15 August. All recruiting after
that date would take place through the auspices
of the NRMA. That over 100 men enlisted on the
evening of 14 August can be taken as an
indication that the choice of unit and trade was
still very important to the people of Guelph. After
15 August, that choice was closed, there not even
being a guarantee that those individuals who
wanted to join the CASF would be given the
opportunity once NRMA conscription began. 78
By 19 September, 200 men in the GuelphSouth Wellington area had received notices in the
mail that, in part, read:
You have been called out to undergo military
training and in accordance with the national War
Services Regulations 1940 are hereby notified
to present yourself for medical examination
wiU1in three clear days to any one of the nearest
duly appointed examining physicians in this

administrative division. If you are found fit you
will be notified to report for military training at
a time and place which will be indicated to
you.79

Such training caused a substantial disruption in
the lives and careers of the young Guelphites who
were called up. This was recognized by Guelph
City Council when it made special arrangements
to ensure that all city employees called up for
the 30-day training period would be paid the
difference between their military pay and their
normal wage while at the same time appealing to
local employers to follow suit. 80
During the second week of October most of
these men began their military training at Militia
Training Centre Number 10 at Knollwood Park
near Kitchener, Ontario. This training was 30
days in duration after which they were sent home
and taken on strength by one of the NPAM units
based in Guelph. 81 The reason behind the 30 day
training period was that the Army lacked the
modern equipment and facilities needed to train
and house troops for longer periods of time. It
was not long before senior officers began
expressing their doubts regarding the
effectiveness of the 30-day training scheme. While
the Officer Commanding the Knollwood Park
training facility extolled the young men from
Guelph to "Continue in Service," one has to
question exactly how effective these new soldiers
would be once they were absorbed into the 11th
Field Brigade or the Second 11th Field
Ambulance Corps. 82
Two more drafts of Guelph men reported for
compulsory training under this system, in
November and again in January 1941. In the end,
a total of 81,8 78 men from across Canada were
trained under the 30-day plan. Of this total,
approximately 3,000 men from each ofthe three
drafts came from Western Ontario.S~' The 30-day
training program was short-lived, however, and
by September 1940, General H.D.G. Crerar's
Army Program for 1941 argued that the term of
compulsory service be extended to four months.
The reasons for this were varied. First and
foremost was the belief on the part of many in
the Army that the 30-day training program was
simply not capable of producing soldiers who
were up to the rigours of the modern battlefield.
Secondly, rather than sending the trained soldiers
home, Crerar felt that it would be better to create
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a home defence army thereby allowing men who
had volunteered for overseas service to proceed
to England. And finally, the negative impact
upon Canadian industry brought about by the
30-day training program could be lessened if
fewer men entered the Canadian Army for
longer periods of time. By October 1940,
Government ministers were revealing to the
people of Canada the main elements of this
transformation as they openly discussed in the
media the conflicting needs of industry,
agriculture, and the military, and the need for
balance in Canada's new war effort. During the
spring of 1941 the period of service was
extended to four months and soon thereafter
any man from Guelph conscripted for home
defence found himself conscripted for the
duration of the war. 84

*****

policy shift. By the end of 1940, one important
fact was becoming clear to the people of Guelph.
Whereas the Canadian war effort had been
voluntary during the first six to eight months of
the war and their participation viewed as being
desirable, their participation in the future would
be obligatory. Nothing else was acceptable.
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